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The purpose of this paper is to present a simple systematic approach that can be employed to develop dress 
patterns. and to demonstrate its use in an actual application. Computer-aided dress design is now becoming a 
technologically and economically feasible reality. 1n planning the design for the garment the pattern designer may 
use such a sketch supplied by the fashion artist. or may use an idea of her own. The designer begins with a simple 
foundation pattern and develops from it the stylized version of the idea in paper. where it is changed and adapted 
until the designer is satisfied. Pattern designers have always followed some system of drafting. Such systems are 
based on a foundation pattern. 1n the drafting process the pattern alteration problems of the reciprocity between old 
patterns and new versions of them arise. These problems are best accomplished by slashing the pattern at least once 
lengthwise and once crosswise. then lapping to decrease or spreading to increasε. 
The altering of patterns to change the design of a pattern is based largely on common-sense applications of the 
principles of art. particularly proprotion. 1ndustrial patterns are often modified and used for years by a succession 
of designers after the original designer has gone elsewhere. Consequrntry the procedure that alter patterns is to 
make alteration easy to design. draft and be understood by persons other than the designer of the pattern. a dress 
pattern consist of one or more required component parts. 
As a unified solution to these problems. this parer suggests conducting a logical analysis of pattern drafting 
process by using a litle elementary logical operators and the technique of visual communication between man and 
co.mputer graphic system. As the result of this. the problem of patten alteration.おherean existing (presumably 
correct) pattern is given. diff巴ringonly slightly from the original. can be.reduced to error correction. Patterns at any 
design step are themselves system of patterns at the next design step ; this proceeds downward to progressively 
lower level design steps. until the pattern designer is satisfied 
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